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QUICK MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE FOR QUALITY FLUX DENSITY
CHECKING AT 0.3 A/m IN TOROIDAL CORES
R. Pytlech  R. Rygał  W. Pluta  M. Soiński*
To avoid full magnetic testing new method is describe for quick flux density checking. The aim of the paper is to investigate
cores production process and treatment to obtain flux density of min. 5 mT at 0.3 A/m, and to ensure transformation with class
accuracy 0.1 or better.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Wound magnetic toroidal cores made of grain oriented
electrical strips are commonly used in precision low
voltage current transformers [1]. In the case of high
current transformers manufactured nowadays the accuracy
class shall be protected in testing at 1, 5, 20, 100 and
120% of nominal current IN [2]. IN = 600 A and accuracy
class of 0.1 mean low rate output (low apparent power
SN) and high quality cores with excellent magnetic
properties from 6 A up to 720 A of IN [3].
Magnetic flux density at low magnetic field strength in
electrical steel vary however from 64 to 186 mT at 3 A/m
[4] and no data is available at lower fields [5]. The aim of
the paper is to investigate cores production process and
treatment to obtain flux density of min. 5 mT at 0.3 A/m,
and to ensure transformation with class accuracy 0.1 or
better.
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current to zero [6]. In the case of current transformers
demagnetisation is always coming from the largest test
current downwards, so no residual magnetisation remains
during switching off the largest test current [3].
In order to decline the time needed for quick industria
quality checking demagnetisation was taken into a
decreasing alternating 50 Hz magnetic field of the level of
3 A/m, ie 10 times higher than the one used in check-in
method (3.0 A/m and 0.3 A/m, respectively). Testing
shall be conducted in increasing values of magnetising
current, and measurements procedure is shown in Fig 2.
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IN – nominal current

N1 – magnetizing winding (5 turns)

A – ammeter

N2 – magnetizing winding (10 turns)

V – voltmeter

Fig. 1. Circuit of the basic ring method [6]

2 MEASURING PROCEDURE

To avoid full magnetic testing for quick flux density
checking at 50 Hz the method shown on the Fig .1 was
applied The total harmonic distortion of the induced
voltage was less than 5% to avoid distortion of the
hysteresis loop. The measurements were made at ambient
temperature of 23 +/– 5 oC. Current transformer checking
includes demagnetisation before starting the accuracy test
because during this test itself premagnetisation should be
prevented [3]. This is equivalent to test specimen
demagnetisation during measurements of the magnetic
properties [6]. The total error of the method is about 3%.
During measurements procedure the test specimen
shall be demagnetised from a value of field strength of
not less than 10 times of the coercivity by slow reduction
of the corresponding magnitude of the magnetising
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Fig. 2. Standard measurement procedure (according to [6])

Two more procedures were investigated in the paper
(Fig. 3a,b).
The aim is to compare flux density from the curve
B = f(H) at 0.3 A/m (procedure on Fig. 2) with the value
of B at 0.3 A/m from quick checking (procedure on Fig.
3b). Data from procedure as on Fig. 3a obviously are
more time consuming.
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental results taken from all methods are
shown in Table 1. The average value is calculated from
49 cores made of grain oriented electrical steel, with
dimension 61 mm x 42 mm x 30 mm.
Results differ significantly only at low magnetic field
due to transients after demagnetisation (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3)
and some stochastic effect related to the nature of the
ferromagnetic material behaviour [7]. This is clearly
shown by coefficient of variation VS (Tab. 1 and Fig. 4).
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where are: Xi – measured data, Xav – average arithmetic
value and n – number of measurements
From Fig. 4 it can be seen that the phenomenon VS
reaches similar values, which decrease along with the
magnetic field increase.
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presented in the paper. At the magnetic field of 0.3 A/m
flux density in the two methods differs no more than by
4% (Table 1).
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Table 1. Flux density measured from method according
to procedures shown on Fig. 2 and Fig. 3

procedure
as in:
Fig. 2
Fig. 3a
Fig. 3b
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Fig. 4. Coefficient of variation of procedures (according to [6])

Results show full industrial applicability of B = f(H)
measurements taken simultaneously with demagnetisation
process of ferromagnetic specimen.
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4 CONCLUSIONS

For current transformers manufactured nowadays high
quality toroidal cores made of specific grain oriented
electrical steel strips are applied. Cores should protect the
class of transformers in the wide range of current and
their excellent magnetic properties at low magnetic fields
are necessary.
No data is available from steel producers catalogues at
magnetic field of 0.3 A/m. As full ring specimen method
[6] is time consuming, new method of checking was
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